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Measure each function a single
time, on a single input.
Ignore possibility of high variance
in timing.

Compare functions by comparing
single timings, promoting a few
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making variance clear.
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2004: I write software for
Poly1305-AES, a state-of-the-art
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Wegman-Carter structure,
combining a provably secure
"universal" hash (Poly1305) with
a hopefully-secure stream cipher
(AES in counter mode).

Poly1305 has no precomputation.
Existing AES software slow precomputation,
making Poly1305-AES look slow. So I
write new AES software.
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2005: I extract complete key from OpenSSL timings, making no effort to knock table entries out of cache.

Many random known plaintexts.
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3-cycle signal.
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$y$-coordinate: average cycles to encrypt random plaintext.

Encryption time (for this test code, this CPU, etc.) is maximized when $k \iff n = 8$.
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2006: Mironov reports ciphertext-only attack deducing key after a few thousand ciphertexts.

Focus on last round of AES computation.

Obvious next research step:
Understand network noise!

Can we see ≈ 1-cycle signals from (e.g.) median of $10^6$ packet timings?

Would be another nice paper.

I’m not doing this; feel free to jump in.
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7. Misdesigning cryptography

Primary goal of cryptography: Continued employment for cryptographers.

How to achieve this?

Example: Use 512-bit RSA.

Oops, broken? Use 768-bit RSA.

Oops, broken? Use 1024-bit RSA.
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